TIMEDAO INTRODUCTION
Time capsules, in our popular culture, are mostly known as sci-fi gadgets rather than
products of everyday use. This is due to the risk associated with sending content in time. Up
to this day, time capsule service providers (yes, they exist!) are mostly cloud storage
businesses that can’t promise their time-locking service will last forever. These businesses
are subject to failure any time, and when they do, they prematurely open the capsules before
the opening date and shut down their operations, which completely defeats the purpose of
time-locking.
This is where TimeDAO comes in, thanks to Blockchain technology. TimeDAO is a platform
that powers TimeApps; decentralized applications based on time-locking. In other words,
TimeDAO provides for applications an easy-to-integrate time-locking solution that is not
threatened by business failure. As mentioned in its name, TimeDAO is run by a
Decentralized Autonomous Organization, designed to be future-proof. The DAO
automatically processes transactions, encrypts time capsule credentials on the Blockchain,
and manages content storage in decentralized cloud services with backups, all by itself. The
DAO’s purpose to maintain its time-locking service operational over the years makes
TimeDAO the smartest time capsule provider in the world.
The TimeDAO platform already powers two TimeApps in beta version. The first one is the
TimeCapsule, which lets you send pictures, videos, music, messages or any type of digital
content into the future. The second TimeApp on the platform is the TimeWallet, which
lets you time-lock cryptocurrency and prevents you from withdrawing funds before the
date you set. See the TimeWallet as a digital piggy bank for crypto.
In addition, TimeApps will soon have a physical extension for themselves. TimeApp users
will be able to store their time-locked content and crypto into physical objects, thanks to
near-field communication (NFC) technology. As an example, you could share with your
partner jewelry pieces with an integrated chip that contains time-locked videos of you and
your soulmate that will be released in ten years for each other to discover. You could also
have on your desk a piggy bank figurine that will contain, thanks again to the NFC chip,
some of your crypto savings to be released at the date you set it to open.
We expect for many of our customers to be unfamiliar with Blockchain technology as we aim
for our products to be available in retail stores, hence TimeApps and their physical
extensions, designed for the general public. Finally, we envision democratizing the use of
this marvellous technology while Blockchain will remain hidden in the back-end of our
products’ conception.
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